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OOK out, the tail is wagging the dog again! News

that the BHA is set to compel trainers to declare

when a horse has undergone wind surgery is further

proof that the interests of the ‘punter’ are given undue weight

by the administrators of British racing.

Thanks to the introduction of a new BHA rule, from

January 19 next year racecards will show when a horse is

having his or her first run since receiving treatment for a

breathing-related issue. 

This is being done in the name of providing punters with

maximum information pre-race, presumably to inform their

betting habits. The best that can be said for the BHA’s

position is that presumably they reckon that racing as a whole

will benefit from an increase in betting turnover.

There are a number of reasons why I’m against this

development. They have all been rehearsed in recent years so

I’ll attempt to be brief in summarising them. 

Devastating

Firstly, the identification of horses as having breathing

problems could lead to significant reduction in their value.

Collection of data which then leads to certain stallions being

pigeon-holed as those whose progeny are more likely to be

affected by wind problems will have a devastating effect on

their viability as commercial sires.

Secondly, there is a range of surgical interventions which

are lumped together as ‘wind operations’; a lack of detailed

information and understanding in comparing their

effectiveness may result in disclosure proving more

misleading to punters than profitable.

Thirdly, the issue of public perception arises. Highlighting

surgical interventions on animals simply to gain the

possibility of improved performance will not go down well

with those who regard aspects of the sport as cruel.

Fourthly, the collection, preservation and transmission of

information regarding wind operations will add a layer of

complexity to pre-race declarations and, inevitably, there will

be some confusion and omission, leading to increased

bureaucracy in fines having to be imposed and collected.

Fifthly, it’s arguable that in attempting to assist punters

generally, an important angle will be removed for those

gamblers who put in the hours studying race replays, the form

book, trainers’ websites and any other resources which might

allow them to form a view that a wind operation may have

been carried out.

Sixthly, do wind operations work? Newmarket vet Piet

Ramzan recently tweeted: “Punters are going to find out very

rapidly how hit and miss wind surgery is, something vets and

trainers already know.” Some racing professionals argue that

any attempt to introduce compulsory declaration of wind

operations ought to have been preceded by targeted research,

aimed at some scientific consensus as to the efficacy of

surgical intervention in this area.

Lastly, surely it should be up to the owner of a horse, the

person who pays for the wind operation to be performed, to

decide whether to disclose this? Why should punters be

entitled to the information when they are not paying for the

work to be done?

NCE again, the BHA are favouring punters’ interests

over the interest of horsemen – the breeders, trainers

and especially owners  - who fund racing, and whose views

are being ignored in the rush to soothe punters’ brows after

the ‘surprise’ win at Ascot in early October of Just Glamorous

at 33/1.
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N British Champions Day, I was neither at Ascot

nor Catterick. While I did catch some television

coverage of the presentation of the Champion

Jockey’s crown to Silvestre de Sousa at the premier event, I

had to rely on press coverage of the presentation to

apprentice champion David Egan at Catterick.

By all accounts, the Catterick presentation was a low-

key affair. While it would have no doubt meant the world

to the young man to have had his father John and his

grandfather Kieran present as he received the Tom

O’Ryan Trophy, it does seem a shame that the award

ceremony took place in pouring rain in front of a crowd

estimated by the Racing Post’s Colin Russell as being

“about a dozen” strong.

What to do, then, to avoid a repeat performance of this

underwhelming ceremony next year? Well, I simply can’t

agree with Colin Russell’s solution. He suggests persuading

Catterick to switch this Saturday fixture to a jumps

meeting, so that Ascot can be the only Flat meeting on the

day. Why should they? There has been enough disruption

to the British Fixture List to create space for the

‘Champions Day’ fixture.

No, the way forward surely lies in ending the

ridiculously artificial periods over which the jockeys’

championships are reckoned. The calendar year would be

my preference, but I’d settle for a restoration of the old

arrangements, with the winners celebrated on the last day

of the Flat at Donny.
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